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Statue of Liberty
in America
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London Eye
in England
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Matching



Elephant Riding

The most popular national 
park in Thailand

Haew Narok Waterfall

Khao Yai National Park



Legendary Castles

An amusement park A high speed Roller Coaster

Dream World



Amazing performances     
of these animals

Open zoo with wild 
animals

Marine Park

Safari World

ภาพสวนสัตว์ซาฟารีเวิลด์ โดยhotels2thailand จากเว็บ https://www.hotels2thailand.com/bangkok-show-event/safari-world-bangkok(ticket-only)-th.asp สืบค้นเมื่อ 29/11/62

https://www.hotels2thailand.com/bangkok-show-event/safari-world-bangkok(ticket-only)-th.asp


Gentoo Penguins

One of the largest 
aquariums in Southeast Asia 

In the basement of the 
mall in Bangkok

Sea life Bangkok Ocean World



Local merchants

Selling and buying things 
from small boats The old style

Damnoen Saduak Floating Market



Run to the Teacher



Run to the Teacher
John and Mary have 3 children. Their kids want to take a high speed Roller Coaster.     
John wants to take his family to go there. It will be his first time to go and it will make 
his childhood dream come true. 

Alice likes to tell her daughter a fairy tale every night before she goes to sleep. 
Her daughter loves the Snow White and the seven dwarfs. She wants to see 
the dwarfs’ cottages. Alice will take her to visit them.

Malee’s American friend, Rita, will visit Thailand next week. She loves nature. 
She asks Malee to take her to do elephant riding.

Owen is a photographer. He likes to take a photo of nature. He wants to go for a walk 
in the forest and take a photo of rare animals and plants.

Thomas and his friends come from England. They will go back home next week. 
They want some Thai local products for their families.

Jane, a teacher of M.2 students, asks her students about the place that they want to 
visit. The students tell her to take them to see the performances of the animals.

Next Saturday is Bob’s birthday. He will be 7 years old. His favourite animal is a dolphin.   
His parents want him to be happy on that day. They plan to let a dolphin kiss Bob.

Andy wants his children to learn about marine animals. He thinks they will be excited to 
walk amongst the ocean’s fiercest predators. He will take them to visit there soon.



John and Mary have 3 children. 

Their kids want to take a high speed 

Roller Coaster. Dream World



Alice likes to tell her daughter a 
fairy tale every night. Her 
daughter wants to visit the dwarf’s 
cottages. Dream World



Rita loves nature. She asks Malee
to take her to do elephant riding.

Khao Yai National Park



Khao Yai National Park

Owen is a photographer. He wants 
to take a photo of rare animals 
and plants.



Damnoen Saduak Floating Market

Tomas and his friends want some 
Thai local products for their 
families.



Safari World

Bob will be 7 years old. His favorite 
animal is a dolphin. His parents want 
him to be happy on that day.



Sea life Bangkok Ocean World

Andy wants his children to learn 
about marine animals.



Our favorite Place



Our favorite Place
The name of the place is . It is in . 

There is/are in You can 
there. You feel if you 

travel there and join the activities.

(Place) (Province)
(thing/things) (Place)

(do activities) (feeling)



บทเรยีนครัง้ต่อไป

สิ่งท่ีจะตอ้งเตรยีม

สามารถดาวนโ์หลดไดท่ี้ www.dltv.ac.th

My Long Holiday


